
The 8th International Airborne Wind Energy Conference will be held on 15-16

October 2019 at the University of Strathclyde, Glasgow.

www.awec2019.com

The biennal event is the gathering place for the global Airborne Wind Energy industry.

Airborne Wind Energy (AWE) is an emerging  renewable energy technology that aims to replace the 

use of fossil fuels for energy production on an economical basis. A characteristic feature of the 

various AWE concepts is the use of tethered flying devices to access wind energy at higher altitudes 

where the wind is more consistent. Over the past decade the AWE scientific and industrial 

community has grown considerably. The largest AWE demonstrator system to date is a 600kW 

system; many other demonstrator systems exist in the electricity output range up to 80 kW.

AWEC2019 offers three attractive and affordable sponsorship opportunities

Bronze Sponsor – EUR 400 

o   Display of the sponsor’s logo on all printed materials such as the abstract-booklet, posters and 

leaflets. The logo will also be displayed on the website of the AWEC 2019 accessible at 

awec2019.com but will not link to the website of the sponsor.

Silver Sponsor – EUR 1500

o   2 full tickets to AWEC2019 (value EUR 600 (early bird) to EUR 900)

o   a booth (comprising of two poster-areas and a table) at AWEC2019

o   Display of the sponsor’s logo on all printed materials such as the abstract-booklet, posters and 

leaflets. The logo will also be displayed in the official silver sponsors section of the website of the 

AWEC 2019 accessible at awec2019.com and will link to the website of the sponsor.

Gold Sponsor – EUR 2500

o   5 full tickets to AWEC 2019 (value EUR 1500 (early bird) to EUR 2250)

o   a booth (comprising two poster-areas and a table) at AWEC2019

o   optional: display of a mid-sized object  at AWEC2019

o   Display of the sponsor’s logo on all printed materials such as the abstract-booklet, posters and 

leaflets. The logo will also be displayed in the official gold sponsors section of the website of the 

AWEC 2019 accessible at awec2019.com and will link to the website of the sponsor.

Maximize the visibility of your company and products at AWEC2019 and become a sponsor!

We expect attendance from the over 25 Airborne Wind Energy companies worldwide as well as from 

universities and research centers in Europe and the US that are active in AWE. Total attendance is 

expected to exceed 250 airborne wind energy professionals.  

For individual sponsoring options e.g transport fund, students fellowship etc. please contact us.

To apply for sponsorship please contact thoms@airbornewindeurope.org.
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